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COVID-19 Assignment Report: 

I am happy to be back in the District after spending six weeks supporting the 

Nevada Governor’s Office from the Nevada State EOC in Carson City, and I am 

grateful to the Board, the Chiefs, and the rest of our fire family for their support in 

allowing me the opportunity to take this assignment.   

I began the assignment the day after the stay at home order was issued and the 

Nevada National Guard was activated.  Nevada’s healthcare system was nearing 

critical levels.  PPE and ventilators were not available, and the hospitals and 

health districts were bidding against one another without coordination.  A heated 

atmosphere of scarcity was developing in every direction imaginable. The 

Governor’s briefs were filled with grim details of not having a sufficient supply of 

body bags, lining up contracts for refrigerated trucks and possibly even the 

hockey rink in Las Vegas for body storage. The unemployment system was at 

capacity before the record numbers of claims began being filed.  The system could 

not be modified to support the allocation that was made for independent 

contractors and gig workers, leaving those Nevadans with no hope of accessing 

that funding until mid-May, when a stand-beside system went live. 

I was assigned the role of Joint Information Center (JIC) Manager, where I stood 

up a team of 14 PIOs.  We created a webpage, social media channels, and a 

YouTube channel for the response.  Our role was to support the Governor’s Office 

and DHHS, and as such we were creating messaging far beyond “flatten the 

curve.”  Over half of the counties in Nevada do not have public health districts, 

therefore the State DHHS fills that void. The Tribal nations in Nevada also rely 

heavily on State DHHS.  My team was responsible to create messaging in support 

of all of the Governor’s declarations and directives; school closures, stay at home 

orders, guidance on preventing the spread, unemployment information, 

moratoriums on evictions and foreclosures, mortgage assistance,  waivers on 

health care licenses, essential vs non-essential businesses and the resulting 

impacts, etc.  We were also producing material for the rural counties and Tribal 

nations that a local health district would normally produce.  
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As with any incident, rumor control and misinformation were a challenge, but to a 

much higher degree than anything I have experienced in my career.  The public’s 

attitudes, beliefs, and priorities vary greatly across the state, as do political views 

and motivations.  Developing messaging that was relevant to all of these groups 

was very challenging, especially in the face of “compliance fatigue.”       

Creating messaging on behalf of the Tribes, who are not staffed or equipped to do 

so, was also sensitive.  The Tribes wanted to distribute the material we produced 

directly to their members, so the messaging had to sound like it came from their 

own elders.   

In an effort to share positive messages, we developed a “Hero of the Day” 

campaign; a grassroots effort where anyone could nominate someone in their 

community for going above and beyond during the pandemic.  “Battle Born 

United” was another campaign developed to promote the organized efforts 

taking place, such as the casinos using their jets to fly PPE in from other countries, 

or the National Guard’s efforts to support various efforts across the state.  

Due to the rapidly evolving nature of what is known about the virus, much of the 

material we produced was obsolete before it was approved for distribution.  

Personally, this was a great lesson in leadership for me.  Everyone on my team put 

their heart and soul into the work they produced, and keeping them motivated to 

perform at such an extraordinary level when their excellent work oftentimes 

never saw the light of day was a challenge.  This was an incredibly emotional 

assignment as well.  Two members in the EOC lost loved ones to the virus, and 

one of our team members lost her father due to non-COVID related issues.  My 

team reached out to the first confirmed case in Nevada known as “Patient Zero”, 

a healthy retired marine who was in a coma for over three weeks and had just 

been released from the hospital.  We also reached out to the widow of the first 

fatality in Washoe County. The victim was a healthy man who is my age, and he 

left behind a wife and young son.  The recovered patient and the widow both 

graciously agreed to film PSAs for the cause.    
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As we know, wildfires are not going to practice social distancing, and I am looking 

forward to finding new ways to reach out to our local community virtually as we 

find our new normal. We are currently working with the Tahoe Fire and Fuels 

Team to collaborate on “distanced” approaches.  We were proud to announce 

that Dollar Point received the designation of FireWise USA®.  That press release 

generated two radio interviews, and we’re excited to keep that momentum going. 

I have included some examples of work produced from my assignment in Nevada. 
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National EMS Week honors the dedication of those who provide the day-to-day 

lifesaving services of medicine's "front line." All of our firefighters are paramedics 

or EMTs. We honor the work they do to support the COVID-19 crisis while still 

training for, and responding to, the everyday emergencies to keep our community 

safe. 

https://youtu.be/_NhfP46hoZ4 

https://youtu.be/_NhfP46hoZ4

